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Chapter 1 

Welcome to 
Bridge! 

In This Chapter: 

> Playing cards 

)0- The ranking of the cards and the suits 

).- How players sit at the table 

.),- Shuffling and dealing the cards 

Can you add to 40? Can you count to 13? If you can do these two things, you can play 
Bridge. 

Card games have been around for at least a millennium. Bridge is a fast-paced four-player 
card game played with a standard 52-card deck. Its reliance on concentration and skill 
have made it popular with all ages for over 75 years. This chapter will give you a brief 
history of how Contract Bridge came to be, and what you need to play the game. 

What's Past Is Prologue 
Tracing the origin of Bridge is not unlike tracing the origin of baseball. Despite many 
historical references to games with a ball and bat in earlier centuries, legend says baseball 
was invented in Cooperstown, NY in 1839 by Abner Doubleday (even though nobody can 
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Bridgebit 
Bishop Latimer 
referred to a 

Bridge-like card 

ame in a geTeil6ti 
in 1529, when Henry 

VIII was courting Anne 
Boleyn and trying to figure out 
how to dump his longtime 
spouse, Catherine of Aragon. 
Bridge is probably of Turkish or 
Russian derivation. An early 
rendition was originally called 
"Khedive" when first played in 
the nineteenth century on the 
French Riviera, and that was the 
title of the Turkish viceroy. 

(0 
Bridgebit 
It is said that 
Bridge got its 

name from the 
Galata Bridge, 

which spanned the 
Golden Horn in Istanbul. 

According to this theory there 
were approximately 14,000 
British troops stationed in 
Istanbul in 1854, and the officers 
who crossed the Galata Bridge 
every day to play a card game in 
a coffeehouse referred to the 
game as Bridge in honor of the 
bridge they crossed to get there. 

prove Doubleday was anywhere near Cooperstown in 
1839). A card game similar to Bridge was around for a 
long, long time before the wonderful game of Contract 
Bridge, played today by millions, was invented. 

A game ealled "Whist," the forerunner of Bridge, was 
played in England starting in the late nineteenth century. 
It was replaced by Bridge Whist and then by Auction 
Bridge around the turn of the century. 

In Whist, there was no bidding. The last card dealt was 
turned up and that suit was trump (you'll learn about 
trump in Chapter 3). Bridge Whist allowed the dealer or 
her partner to name trump, and added the concepts of 
doubling, redoubling, and exposing the Dummy hand. 
Auction Bridge added the concept of having the opposing 
pairs bid to get the privilege of naming trump. 

Contract Bridge as we know it today was born as a result of 
a game on October 31, 1925, on board a ship called the 
Finland. While waiting to pass through the Panama Canal, 
Harold S. Vanderbilt (the author of a revision of Yachting 
right-of-way rules, which are still known as the Vanderbilt 
Rules) and two friends needed a fourth to play a Bridge-
like game called Plafond. They allowed a lady who was a 
fellow passenger to join their game. She, however, at-
tempted to suggest one exotic change after another based 
on a game she said she had learned in China. This irritated 
Vanderbilt so much that the next day, during the Canal 
crossing, he worked out the scoring table for Contract 
Bridge, which remains remarkably the same today, three 
quarters of a century later. On that night, November 1, 
1925, the first game of Contract Bridge was played, scored 
under Vanderbilt's new rules. Today, the most prestigious 
American team trophy in Bridge is the Vanderbilt Cup, 
named after—guess who. 

Vanderbilt recalled later: 

We enjoyed playing my new game on board the Finland so much that, on my retun 

to New York, I gave typed copies of my scoring table to several of my Auction Bridgi 

playing friends. I made no other effort to popularize or publicize Contract Bridge. 

Thanks apparently to its excellence, it popularized itself and spread like wildfire. 
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And grow it did! Today, Contract Bridge is played in every country in the world by over 
100 million people, 17 million in the United States alone. There are 3,700 individual 
Duplicate Bridge clubs in the North American 
Contract Bridge League, and 80 sovereign countries 
are officially represented in the World Bridge Federa-
tion. Contract Bridge is the game that most people 
who don't play cards want to learn. 

Bridge Is Easy! 
When the U.S. Playing Card Company, which 
manufactures 75 percent of the cards sold in 
America, asked respondents what card game they 
wished they knew how to play, 47 percent said 
Bridge, by far the most popular response. But when 
asked what card games they intended to learn in the 
near future, Bridge was not in the top five. The 
reason? They had the feeling that Bridge was too 
complicated and they didn't have the time to 
learn it. 

Bridgebit 
Ely Culbertson 
published 
Contract Bridge 
Blue Book in 1930, 
only five years 
after Vanderbilt's 
creation, and became the 
recognized authority on the 
game. When Charles Goren 
popularized the methods of 
point count valuation, he 
supplanted Culbertson as the 
game's premier authority. 
Goren's mathematical approach 
to bidding simplified the game 
and its popularity exploded. 

01-1 

Balderdash! As I said at the start, if you can add to 40 and count to 13, you can play 
Bridge, and play it well. This book will show you that learning how to play Bridge is easy. 

All you need do is read on, learn a few principles, and then go and play. 

You don't believe me? In my Bridge infancy, I played with a kindergarten teacher named 

Nancy Kelly. Nancy was a lively grandmother who played a very old-fashioned, simple 

game of Bridge. That was right in line with me, because that's what I played at the time. 
But, we competed against very good players who played all the fancy systems. We had no 

systems. Zero. Nada. Guess what? We generally beat the socks off of everyone. Why? 
Because our game was very simple and we communicated with each other very well. 
That's all you need to do. Know the basics, which you'll learn in the first couple of 

chapters, and be able to communicate with your partner. 

Believe or not, after the first two chapters, you'll be able to play hands. The rest of the 
book will help you play the game better. Remember when you first learned to ride a bike? 

The only way you could learn was by actually getting on a bike (and, of course, falling off 
a few times). Well, the same goes for Bridge. The only way you'll be able to master the 
game is to pull out a deck of cards and play! 










